Dynamic spectral indices of the electroencephalogram provide new insights into tonic pain.
This study aimed to investigate reliability of electroencephalography (EEG) during rest and tonic pain. Furthermore, changes in EEG between the two states as well as dynamics and relation to pain ratings were investigated. On two separate days EEG was recorded in 39 subjects during rest and tonic pain (cold pressor test: left hand held in 2°C water for 2 min.) while pain intensity was rated continuously. Dynamic spectral analysis was performed on the EEG. Between-day reliability of spectral indices was assessed and correlations to pain ratings were investigated. EEG reliability was high during both states. The relative spectral indices increased in delta (1-4 Hz; P=0.0002), beta3 (18-32 Hz; P<0.0001) and gamma (32-70 Hz; P<0.0001) bands during tonic pain, and decreased in theta (4-8 Hz; P<0.0001), alpha1 (8-10 Hz; P<0.0001), alpha2 (10-12 Hz; P<0.0001) bands. Theta, beta3 and gamma bands correlated significantly to the area-under-curve of pain ratings, but only theta was dynamic and correlated to the pain ratings (R=0.88, P<0.0001). EEG assessed during tonic pain is a valid experimental pain model both in terms of reliability between days and in connection between cortical activity and pain perception. EEG during tonic pain is more pain-specific and should be used in future basic and pharmacological studies.